
Art and innovation Made in Italy

Single window mm 1230 x 1480

thermal insulation

UF          UG                UW
2.20 W/m2K     0.6 W/m2K     1.1 W/m2K
          PSI = 0.045

Each window is made of wood frame and hand-made ornaments, the finishes are 
made with traditional techniques of high level, in this way the window becomes a 
single piece, made in Italy.
The artistic window ANIMAEFERRO is available in models: double sash window, door 
and sliding doors.

Double window mm 1230 x 1480
UF          UG                UW

2.20 W/m2K     0.6 W/m2K     1.4 W/m2K
          PSI = 0.045

Frame and glass personalization
Model
You can personalize your window choosing in our wide range of artistic works, from 
the models with stylized decoration till those with more linear forms.
It is our mission to give you the possibility to find the artistic window that is mostly 
in accord with the hosting entourage or with your personality

Colour and finishing
The colour choice, from gold foil till your favorite colour, is a further opportunity to 
make your window unique.

Your privacy in one touch
Your window can be provided with liquid-crystal glass that, thanks to an advanced 
constructive technology, can darken in one moment with a simple touch of remote 
control, resulting opaque for the eyes, but transparent for light.

Physical mechanical tests of double 
sash hopper window mm 1500x1650
- Permeability for air: Class 4
- Watertightness: E1500
- Wind resistance: Class C5
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NATHURA 82
- Section frame base 82 mm / Section leaf base 102 mm 
- Thermal insulation of the frame 2 doors Uw normalized to 1.2 W/m2K with the value 
   of the glass Ug 1.0 W/m2K 

ANIMAEFERRO | artistic window
Series of aluminium-wood with thermic cutting. Excellent workability and high 
environmental thermic and acoustic performances join the warmth of internal wood 
that can be proposed in different colours that will satisfy all various architectural 
requests. 

Entire range of profiles includes all the solutions: window, door-window, hopper 
window, horizontally revolving window, horizontally glider window, external doors 
also with external opening, all this is proposed in different technical and esthetic 
solutions. High physical mechanical performances obtained thanks to the ample 
hollow metal frame of the opened junction are surely to mark out.

The frame can install the glass from 25 till 50 mm with single glass structure (double 
glass o double laminated glass) or with double glass structure (triple glass). The width 
of the chamber varies due to the characteristics of the sash and in order to increase 
further thermic insulation it is possible to insert the gas Argon inside the glass structure.

AVAILABLE MODELS

NATHURA  70
- Wood-aluminum casement series 
- Aluminum external and internal thermal fine wood quality 
- Section frame base 70 mm / Section leaf base 90 mm 
- High thermal insulation already meets the new standards required by law 
- Hardware multi perimeter burglary 
- Thermal insulation of the frame 2 doors Uw normalized to 1.6 W /m2K with the value  
   of the glass Ug 1.0 W/m2K

NATHURA 92 
- Section frame base 92 mm / Section leaf base 120 mm 
- Thermal insulation of the frame 2 doors Uw normalized to 1.0 W/m2K with the value 
   of the glass Ug 1.0 W/m2K

A                       to the Worldframe
Apart of classic sashes, we offer exclusively 
the following: a frame to the world. 
Wooden and aluminium sashes are studied 
to respect the highest quality level for 
thermic insulation and environmental 
conformity. We present particular profiles 
and forms; decorations and colours make 
our sashes unique and real masterpieces, 
made in Italy.


